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About This Game

MinSweeper is a minimalist take on the classic Minesweeper. Simple relaxing game play in which you avoid mines on a puzzle
board and try to get the best time. Play the given puzzles or play a custom puzzle. Also features a soothing soundtrack.

MinSweeper also includes 3 minigames:

Sudoku: The classic, intense puzzle

Catcher: Catch falling blocks while avoiding mines.

Asteroids: Play as a spaceship; avoid and destroy asteroids to rack up score.

Integrated with Steam API to include achievements and Leaderboards.
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One of the best games with co-op potential, takes time to learn all the tricks and mechanics but easy to jump into. Very
welcoming and friendly community, variety of people playing from around the world.

Haven't experienced any lag, played with some guy from Palestine and the UK while in Chicago on a European server.

Hoping for flying pink walruses in next update.. GOOD GAME, I DONT LIKE BANANAS EITHER. not worth the time or
effort to play it.. On surface level the concept seems very interesting. For once, instead of killing monsters and shooting people,
you get to grow a flower and spread new life! With multiple different flowers and an upgrade system you're bound to have many
hours of fun here, right?

Well, sadly no. There doesn't seem to be any way to really strategize the growing of your flowers, since there's actually only one
right way to grow all the flowers, which there are four visually different ones, but which play identically. Reach for the Sun
really feels like a simple flash game made as a proof-of-concept or something similar. Play time is somewhere under an hour
after which you have gained everything and done everything.

A shame really. With extended gameplay and more interesting mechanics the game could potentially be a unique little flower,
but currently it is just over-priced run-of-the-mill flash game you could find on any website.. \u7b97\u662f\u771f\u6b63\u7684
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01. wow, really trippy and relaxing :)
the description of the game sounds stupid, but when you play it... its fun!
not sure how much time ill spend playing it, but for less than 5$ its definitely worth it!. Does not work on Windows 8.1.
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This is a very well written game with many missions and no bugs. Simple to play but challenging. My highest recommendation.
Worth every cent. :). Actually was a lot of fun, i didnt realise you could hold down the recruitment buttons to mass recruit till
about half way threw the game. Over all its a fun small game and i hope to see it grow in the future maby add the rest of north
america and then just keep going. prob wont play again till it has achievements or a larger map but the time i did play and
experiment with was a blast just not a lot of replayability.. Dear Developer,

  Solid Concept, Decent Gameplay, Decent Strategy.
ZOOM IN FARTHER, like the sims, its ok we know the models suck we dont care.
NEEDS BLOOD. Lots of.
Collisions MUST be fixed.

I liked the game, but its a ways to go before an actual, sit down, 8 hours cant get enough sesh.
Keep going.. Things i've learned from this game:
- all male zombies must wear a towel to cover their testicles
- zombies will chase you while wearing thong sandals
- female zombies are weaker than male zombies but they have nice,untained♥♥♥♥♥♥anyway-> call Anita Sarkeesian,thanks.
- you can't actually run for more than 4 meters without having a stroke
- whenever you get lost in real life you can find your way by just looking at a wolrld wide map, because FU Google Maps
- all doctors are bald and insane at the same time. And they're German too. Germans are evil.
- a torchlight battery lasts for 15 seconds, much more than an Iphone's battery anyway
- when you want to shoot something with a gun, always aim for the sky. F**k you Pidgey.
- hospitals are made by bathrooms only. Who needs to eat in 2016? We just need to take our daily dump.
- all floors must be soggy and covered in blood, no matter why.

Cheesy sarcasm aside, this is trash. Torchlight or not, you can't see ♥♥♥♥ anyway. Floors all look the same, except the last
one.
Worst aspects of this game?
- plot as deep as an espresso's mug
- full of clichès
- it exists
- a sequel might come to steam. Great game!. It is what it claims to be, a VR experience that takes you through several of the
environments in Deus Ex. You can walk around within an environment and teleport between different environments. No
interactivity, and no NPCs, but the animated movie posters and TVs work. The rendering could use a bit more antialiasing, but
it's not too distracting. I didn't find the artificial locomotion any more or less nauseating than other games that use it
(particularly thinking of Arizona Sunshine).
Despite claiming to be seated/standing only, you can move around within your room-scale space just fine, but you won't have
visible hands.

And, to top it all off, it's free. So, try it.. I almost gave this a positive review. Almost. I was really getting into the game, and
mentally planning to leave a glowing review for it because once you get past the awkward UI and the annoying 'Hunt for the plot
trigger' scheme, the story really picks up. And then it train wrecks and rolls credits. Spoiler warning, but there's not a happy or
satisfying ending. It just gives you a last second plot dump that spoils the tantalizing mysteries and then
kills off both main characters.
They could still be alive for a sequel, but only because of numerous loose ends that also sour the experience. After beating it, I
genuinely went online to find out if I had somehow gotten a Bad End or something. It's just that sour.

All that said, for the price it has decent graphics (though the animations are limited and sadly recycled far too often) and great
characters. They did a great job with the art design, and the setting is enjoyable and well presented. The characters are
annoyingly obtuse and obnoxious, but their unlikable personalities are actually a nice change of pace. Sure they're
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, but why should stories only revolve around likeable people? The thief actually has a nice story arc that redeems
him a fair bit. (The detective sadly feels like 90% of his story was left on the cutting room floor.) If the ending hadn't felt like
they ran out of budget and just kicked it out the door then I'd have recommended it. If you pick it up on a heavy sale or in a
bundle then it's worth an install, it's just you should go in expecting to be disappointed by the waste of a good story and
characters. This game doesn't need a sequel, it needs a complete remake that retcons the ending.
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